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How to Get ANY MAN to do ANYTHING You Want is quite possibly the most evil (and most

important) book ever written! It is the definitive guide to solving all of your problems with men,

forever. This humorous and unfair guide to men shows you exactly how to get what you want - when

you want it - without a lot of hassle, and makes you laugh all the way to happiness and personal

enlightenment. Every woman should own a copy of this book (it fits nicely in your purse, and hides

well under the bed). Nothing is left to chance. If you have a man in your life (or want to get a good

one) this book shows you how to make him think of you as a goddess as you get him to stop

fighting you for control, end arguments quickly and easily, and buy you that diamond tennis bracelet

you have had your eye on. This book will make you more popular than you can imagine (well, with

guys anyway), and transform a dull, boring relationship into a lively, fun one with lots of romance

and affection for both of you.
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Quick! Valentine's Day is coming!!Â After counseling over 15,000 clients--mostly on relationships, I

stopped counting and started thinking about the endless questions that were all too often the same

problems all over the world. Men and women of all classes and financial conditions walk around in a

delusion that they know what makes relationships work--and yet we have a divorce rate in the U.S.

Alone that hovers consistently at around 50%. That is half of all "committed relationships" that have

signed a contract binding themselves. Add to this the billions of failed relationships (the ones that

never get to marriage) and we have proof that we are doing this dating thing all wrong.   The truth of



what works is far simpler than buying this car, or working for this company, or making this much

money. It comes down to finding the guy YOU WANT, the one who can make you all squishy inside,

and accept your love and support in return. The man that makes you excited to be with him (in a

relationship) and is loyal and interested in you as well. There is no "magic voodoo" involved in

getting this. It comes down to starting with good ingredients and making the right recipe. Don't

expect the guys who check you out every day to know the answers and to come up with the path to

happiness on their own. Waiting for a prince is a sure-fire way to end up married to a frog. YOU

NEED A PLAN. This book was written to get you from wherever you are now to where you want to

be--and to get the men in your life to help you get there.   So, what does it take?   Every successful

relationship has to have what I call the four C's. I have been yapping about this for two decades

now, so if you have heard it before, just grin and bear it as I detail it out again: First, you must have

chemistry. No chemistry and the best you will ever get are "friends," and more than likely boring

ones you just don't feel any real connection to, no matter how logical it is that you should hang out

together. Chemistry is addressed in the book so I will not belabor the point here. Next you need

compatibility. This may sound easy enough, but it is too easy to overlook when intoxicated by

someone's hotness (or just intoxicated). The early stages of relationships see one or both parties (or

all three if you are into that kinky stuff!) on their best behavior, and allowing seeming minor

inconveniences and miscues to pass by because of the emotional drug of "new love." Forgiveness

is easy and everything is funny and cute and endearing. This is good--don't change it, but before

you get completely entangled, emotionally or financially, you really need to know what you are

getting into and with whom. In the book I have created a set of check-lists to keep yourself in control

of your new relationship(s) and able to see what the men in your life really bring to the table.  

Before you end up head over heels for a serial killer, abusive jerk, or deadbeat, these short lists will

help you see right through the guys in your life and you will know which ones are best for you, and

which ones need to be kept at arm's length. This method is so easy you won't believe it until you

catch yourself moments before falling for the guy who will ruin your life. Then this book will be worth

its weight in diamonds to you.   So we have basic chemistry (the glue that holds us together) and

compatibility. We actually like each other. Well now what? We need to communicate. This is not at

all as hard as it is made out to be. The trick is to establish early on the communication patterns you

will have with ALL the guys in your life. This includes things like honesty (how much you give, and

realistically how much you expect from the guy), and how much time you two spend together when

you are not having sex. Communication is more than just the words you two pass back and forth.

Also, will you put up with a guy who bosses you around? Maybe that is a requirement for you. Do



you prefer a man who is in control and takes responsibility for the world around him or are you more

independent and autonomous? These are simple things about yourself you can answer easily, but

should know when being seduced by a man, or when you are pursuing someone. The patterns you

establish in the first month of interaction will help you find out VERY QUICKLY what type of

personality disorders you are dealing with, and whether these are acceptable to you or not.   Lastly

we need compassion. Compassion, and its sister consideration are hailed as virtues that we all

enjoy and respect, but in the real world they are given out to those prettier than us, wealthier than

us, more powerful, or more popular. They are traded as favors so we can "get something" in return.

In a successful relationship, competition has to take the bus home and compassion and

consideration have to take its seat (competition naturally takes up two seats, three if you let it

stretch out). Competition in a relationship eats it from the inside, and it is far too common. It is the

one bad "C" of the bunch.   These are just the basic necessities of a healthy relationship and this

book was designed to help you find them and GET THEM in your life. If you want to keep

experiencing frustration with men while other women dance through life having their needs attended

to then ignore this book. But if you would rather spend your time and energy focusing on what YOU

WANT in life, chasing your passions, dreams, and bringing value to the world (and being hated by

other women for "having it all") this is the book for you. You are helping the fight against breast

cancer just by reading it--how easy is that? (see the front cover). But the point of this book is to

infect your mind with techniques that work. These have been used for countless generations by

women who have lived happy, fulfilled lives. It is my deepest hope that you find your personal

happiness. To that end I wrote this book. Other than that, it really is up to you. Life is shorter than

you think. If you do not decide what you want and get the men in your life to help you get it, you are

on your own. Good luck!

Change your lifeÂ foreverÂ with this book!Are you tired of other girls gettingÂ men to waste all of

their moneyÂ on THEM insteadÂ off menÂ wastingÂ all off their money on YOU?Here are the

facts:Men will continue to spend MOST of their moneyÂ on woman e-v-e-r-y d-a-y with or without

your help!Â Why not help them invest in your happiness? Don'tÂ you deserve a little more fun in

life? If you read andÂ then practice what you learn in this book, you will beÂ able to get men to do

what YOU WANT, and that,Â in turn, will make them infinitely e-a-s-i-e-r to dealÂ with on a daily

basis--and they will love you for it!Â This book was written specifically to help make yourÂ life easier

and a lot more fun! Using your femininityÂ as well as the most attractive parts of your

personalityÂ to sway guys to your way of thinking is not only fun,Â it is your birthright. Why waste



your life workingÂ hard and settling for less than you deserve? ThisÂ fun to read book will get men

to WANT to make yourÂ life easier, and make you more popular than you canÂ possibly imagine.

Go ahead and indulge yourself.Â You deserve something better from life. This bookÂ will help you

get it--now.

My only problem is the lack of detail on commitment, some people want the

ring......y'know.Apparently someone else thought this was a very good book too. They stole it from

me and have decided to keep it for themselves -____-This book is a very quick read, you learn all

the common sense tricks to keep and lose a man.If you're bored or just getting out of a bad

relationship this will cheer you up, you'll get some dates quick. Work on yourself etc. Dumped my

d*uchebag ex and ended up with three dates within a little as 2 weeks. The most fun I had since the

start of that previous relationship. Currently dating someone it's been a month and he is truly

dreamy

Reading back over, "Get Any Man to Do Anything You Want!" I find I'm pleased to discover that

over the recent years, my way of relating to people in general(not just snagging men) fits more and

more to the advice given in the book. The only parts I feel uneasy about really....it's advice on how

to "Steal a man", but he CLEARLY advises AGAINST such tactics... and the part about getting guys

to get you stuff...I totally get what he's saying....but uhhh....Idk there's still a place inside me that is

uncomfortable with that sort of thing :-P. Still...his message...even at times tongue in cheek? Is good

advice....people could get on much better with each other if we all went around like that. I know from

personal experience. I used to be a bit of a grumbly Eeyore..Lol...not quite so much fun to be

around.

I was a couple years out of a divorce and found myself dating guys who treated me rather poorly,

and I had no idea why. After reading a few other self help generic self esteem boosting and dating

books, losing some weight, and updating my look, I subsequently fell into a bit of emotional

detachment from STILL being treated funky by dates; this book came right on time for me.I love the

author's candor and "older brother,I'm-telling-you-how-men-really-are, sis" playful lecturing. This

book is not for the I'm-gonna-show-the-world-I-don't-need-a-man woman. I had to let go of a lot of

that for the author's tips to work. Being a little emotionally detached helped with using his advice,

too, since I figured at that point, I had nothing to lose.Its a fun read, in my opinion. I read some of

the chapters several times over, skipped a couple chapters (stealing someone's man - WHAT?) and



I got good at getting guys to woo me (takes patience, thought and a lot of confidence in yourself),

and yes, I got stuff. But keep in mind, the author emphasizes that you must be *genuinely* nice and

*sincerely* appreciative (hard to fake-unless you are a pro at it anyway), which is the bottom line,

believe it or not. And I was/am very appreciative of stuff I got/get.It was a nice way to get back in

touch with my "girly girl, let the man be chivalrous" self (for example, smile more, play damsel in

distress). Sounds cheesy, but the author points out rather simply quite a few subtleties in fine-tuning

your performance as a woman who is wanted by all the guys without letting yourself be steamrolled

by a dog/jerk/loser. Now that I have a steady boyfriend who happens to be a wonderful man, I treat

him so much better than I normally would have in past relationships and it pays off, even though I do

refer back to some of the books tips, just to keep me on my toes and to keep him happy.

After reading this book, I simply realized that what Dusty is asking us to do is to go back to basics.

Simple etiquette, courtesy and showing genuine love are the best ingredients for a meaningful and

satisfying relationship. Simple gentle love will always be reciprocated. Warm smiles and acts of

kindness are irresistible and brighten up friendships. This book is a must read for women in all walks

of life.Keep this book as a "users manual". The advice in it will always bring you back on track when

you have derailed or missed the point with loved ones. It is also a has good humor and pick up lines

that work magic and restore back friends.Thank you Dusty

I love this book! Most of the ideas and techniques are very simple (and easy), but you wouldn't

immediately think of them. I got this book as a sort of insight into how to treat men (I'm studying up

so that when I get a boyfriend I can treat him well). Anyways, it works, even on my brothers and

father.

What can I say about Dusty except I just love him to death. This book is hilarious but very true.

Dusty writes in a way that really holds your attention. I couldn't put the book down. For all women

who's interested in having a relationship with a man or some good honest to goodness reading I

highly recommend this book.

This is the first book I've read written by a man, that didn't give common sense no brainer advice

that we already know. He wasn't protecting the interests of guys by giving women faulty advice that

really only benefits men, this book actually can help women! I have very high standards for books

that I spend money on and I enjoyed this thoroughly.



an absolutely fantastic masterpiece!!! So much fun and laughter!! And behind this info and

instruction that are worth more than diamonds! If somehow you manage to comprehend his

message and then to implement it - the whole world will lie beneath your feet! Thank you SOOOO

MUCH, Mr. Dusty White! Love you and this book!
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